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CALENDAR 

Lunch drive, Mill Bay, Jul. 24 

Tech talk: Intelligent Drive, Sat. Sep. 17  

Motor Gathering, Sun. Sep. 18  

Oktoberfest, Oct. date TBA 

Annual Meeting, Sun. Nov. 6 

Holiday dinner, Dec. date TBA 

Some dates have still to be finalized.  
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Coming Events 

Drive to Brunch, July 24 
A reservation has been made at Bridgeman’s Bistro (click), in Mill Bay, for their 11:30 opening on Sunday, July 

24. The restaurant is located dockside at the Mill Bay Marina with great views out over Saanich Inlet. It’s just a 

short drive over the Malahat. You may remember it from our visit in April last year. 

We’ll depart as a group at 10:45 from the parking lot outside Tim Horton’s in Saanich Plaza (click), accessed 

from Ravine Way. Ravine Way runs between the two halves of Blanshard Street at the north end of the mall 

that contains Save-On-Foods. I’ll be there from 10:00 on, so if you’d like to come early for a coffee we can sit 

inside or stand around in the parking lot and talk, depending on the weather. RSVP (click) if you plan to come. 

Mothers’ Day on the Race Track 
Article by Kevin Carlé, Barry Patchett’s photos 

Members of the Vancouver Island Section MBCA spent a very special Mothers’ Day May 8 this year. Over thirty 

members and their guests spent the day driving their cars on the new GAIN Dealer Group Vancouver Island 

Motorsport Circuit, near Duncan, BC. 

GAIN is an acronym for German Automotive Import Network that operates 10 Vancouver Island dealerships 

selling brands such as: Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, BMW, Audi, Volkswagen, Mini, Subaru, Smart, Alfa Romeo, 

Fiat and Sprinter. 

Cars lined up for the start. 

“It was a fabulous day!” exclaimed Rob Watson who was one of three section members who organized the 

event. “We were invited by Three Point Motors, the Mercedes-Benz dealership here in Victoria, to spend a day 

on the circuit in recognition of our section’s on-going support for the brand.” 

http://www.bridgemans.ca/
https://www.google.ca/maps/place/Tim+Hortons/@48.4574006,-123.3760806,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x7787dcb7df9954e0!8m2!3d48.4574006!4d-123.3760806
mailto:wilson@telus.net?subject=Brunch%20Jul%2024
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Members drove their own cars on the 2.4 kilometer circuit under the watchful and encouraging eyes of GAIN’s 

professional drivers. And there were a variety of models ranging from a Smart car, to various SLs, MLs, GLs and 

other models. One member even drove her classic Alfa Romeo as only marques that are sold by GAIN were 

permitted on the circuit. 

Jeff Cohen’s C63 AMG passes the clubhouse 

“We wanted to enable our local Mercedes-Benz Club members to fully experience the facility,” said Brent 

Evans who is the operations manager at the 19 hectare resort. Brent is a familiar face to section members as he 

and other GAIN performance driving instructors have conducted Mercedes-Benz Experience Driving Program 

sessions sponsored by Three Point Motors, at another racetrack near Victoria, BC.  

The day included an introduction to the clubhouse, the pits and garages and of course, the circuit itself. 

Additionally, a wonderful lunch was prepared by Chef Castro Boateng and his team. 

The GAIN motorsport circuit is the first of its kind in Canada and was officially opened in early June. GAIN 

President Peter Trzewik is hoping to entice over 450 members. Its exclusive offerings include the 15,000 square 

foot clubhouse which features a presentation centre, observation deck, meeting rooms for driver training and a 

fully equipped pit with four garages. GAIN has also partnered with Villa Eyrie, a 40 suite European theme hotel 

north of Victoria, BC near the scenic Malahat summit. Helipads at the hotel and the motorsport circuit will 

enable visiting members to travel directly and quickly between the two venues. Members will also be able to 

store their cars and have them race prepared by motorsport circuit technicians on site. 
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Designed by Tilke Engineers and Architects, a German firm with extensive experience in building race tracks, it 

features 19 turns over 2.4 kilometres and has some “eye-watering” elevation changes. The track’s website can 

be found at   www.islandmotorsportcircuit.com 

“We were honoured to be the first car club invited to the motorsport circuit and even before the official 

opening,” said Rob Watson. In recognition of this wonderful opportunity, we raised CAD $1,550 through a $50 

per driver registration fee. The money will go toward one of GAIN’s charitable causes. 

All in all, it was a fabulous Mothers’ Day filled with the sounds of revving engines, snarling exhausts, some tire 

squealing, great food, and huge smiles all under sunny skies at a fantastic facility.  

What Do We Drive 
This is the third article to look at the cars registered by members in the National membership database. The 

previous ones were in the May 2013 and May 2011 newsletters.  

  May-11 May-13 Jun-16 

No. of 
members 

33 58 87 

No. who 
recorded 
car info 

23 
(70%) 

35 
(60%) 

52 (60%) 

Before 
1970 

4 10 7 

1970-79 7 6 4 

1980-89 6 11 11 

1990-99 4 5 9 

2000-
2009 

9 24 27 

Newer 0 3 16 

                                                                                    Section vehicles by decade 
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Section membership was 33 members in 2011, 58 in 2013, and 88 last month. All members have the 

opportunity to complete a part of their profile at MBCA.org that records vehicles owned, and the proportion of 

members who have entered at least one vehicle has been between 60% and 70%. Some of the data are out of 

date and I took changes that I knew into account. 

The database suggests that the oldest vehicle in the Section remains a 1950 170S, but the number of members’ 

cars built before 1970 is decreasing despite the increase in member numbers. Just a quarter of the vehicles 

listed are less than 10 years old. We continue to be predominantly a car club: 71 of the 78 vehicles are cars, 

there are 6 SUVs and crossovers, and one Sprinter.  

Stargazing 

Anti-Trends: Autonomous Vehicles 

Last month I wrote about the wrong-headedness of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles; this month’s opinion is (again) 

about autonomous vehicles. Wrong-headed cannot describe this trend. The engineers and companies pursuing 

autonomous vehicles are chasing a very worthy social goal: the elimination of traffic deaths.  

What drew my attention was the report in Treehugger (click) of a study by researchers at the University of 

Michigan into motorists’ readiness to adopt autonomous features. Despite manufacturers’ promotion and 

considerable media coverage —we need only think about MB’s—we are, it appears, not ready yet. 

What is an autonomous vehicle? The US National Highway and Traffic Safety Authority has come up with a 

four-level definition.  

 Level 0 is no automation at all.  

 Level 1 has limited automation like ABS and ESP (skid/ traction control). 

 Level 2 encompasses technologies like Distronic, MB’s adaptive cruise control. 

 Level 3 has limited self driving capabilities, which is where MB is at with the current E-Class. The 

Section has scheduled a presentation for members on MB’s advanced driver assistance features, 

Saturday, Sept. 17th at 5:30 pm. 

 Level 4 cars are fully self-driving. 

 

The table below summarizes responses to the Michigan study’s key question:  

 
You will see that older respondents were more conservative than younger ones but that at no age does a 

http://www.treehugger.com/cars/study-finds-people-are-not-really-interested-self-driving-cars.html
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majority prefer even partial self-driving technology. That suggests an uphill battle for today’s sales force who 

have to deal with most people as well as the early adopters.  

The author of the Treehugger article concluded with the opinion that the resistance shown in this study could 

be compared to people’s stated unwillingness to adopt phones and tablets without keyboards at the time 

those technologies were introduced. I think there are two crucial differences. First, the features of autonomous 

vehicle technology are being phased in slowly and, with new MBs for example, only the degree is optional. 

Every new MB purchaser is getting some, although (s)he may not be completely convinced going in that it’s 

right for them. I think MB has been very smart in its advanced driver assistance offerings at the base level. 

Second, a bad app on your iPhone won’t physically hurt you, whereas the same might not be true for self-

driving vehicles, as Tesla has just learned.  

Consumer readiness is just one of the three hurdles entrants must cross to reach Level 4 automation. The other 

two are regulatory acceptance and technology development/ integration.  

The last refuges for people like me, for whom a dull, autonomous future causes feelings of discomfort, will be 

two. The first is with classic cars which, judging from the rising prices, seem increasingly popular. Over a 

quarter of the cars in the Section are pre-1991, the model year when ESP and BAS made their first appearance 

in the W140 S Class.  

The second refuge is likely to be with the suppliers of niche sports cars and SUVs. A self-driving sports car is, 

after all, a contradiction in terms. Porsche’s new CEO Oliver Blume recently told a German newspaper (click): 

“One wants to drive a Porsche by oneself. An iPhone belongs in your pocket, not on the road.” Porsche’s 

problem, as seen by Road &Track, is that an anti-autonomous policy may hurt sales. For that, a manufacturer 

must be willing to cater, not to the population at large but to a niche.  

The Back End 
 

MB vs. BMW: a century of each out-innovating the other (click; hat tip to Mike McBride) 

Production of the GLC Coupe starts at Bremen (click) 

MB’s mini-bus plant at Dortmund expands (click) 

Choosing a high performance clutch (click) 

Automotive News summarizes the Advanced Driver Assistance technologies in the 2017 E class (click) 

Autoweek compares the GLC Coupe with its more utilitarian brother and finds more differences than you might 

imagine (click; hat tip to Mike McBride) 

Jack Baruth, a racer of note and a contributor to Road & Track, stares bitterly into the future of the car (click) 

http://www.roadandtrack.com/new-cars/future-cars/news/a28053/no-self-driving-porsches/
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-06-09/benz-vs-bmw-a-century-of-out-inventing-each-other
http://media.daimler.com/marsMediaSite/en/instance/ko/Mercedes-Benz-Bremen-plant-Mercedes-Benz-starts-production-o.xhtml?oid=12515108
http://media.daimler.com/marsMediaSite/en/instance/ko/Mercedes-Benz-MiniBus-GmbH-modernises-and-expands-its-bodysh.xhtml?oid=12550658
http://www.superchevy.com/how-to/brakes/1606-see-how-modern-clutch-technology-is-keeping-up-with-our-horsepower-demands/
http://www.autonews.com/article/20160704/OEM03/307049974/new-mercedes-e-class-signals-the-future-of-driving?profile=1657&cciid=email-autonews-carsconceptshttp://www.autonews.com/article/20160704/OEM03/307049974/new-mercedes-e-class-signals-the-future-of-dr
http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/2017-mercedes-benz-glc-300-coupe-first-drive?utm_source=DailyDrive20160708&utm_medium=enewsletter&utm_term=headline-top&utm_content=body&utm_campaign=awdailydrive
http://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/a29892/how-to-kill-the-crossover/
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The arrestingly unclothed T80 was MB’s built to attempt to build a car for the world speed record in 1939. We 

recall that in 1939 MB was also building aircraft engines for the Luftwaffe.  Powered by a 44.5 L supercharged 

V12, this six-wheeler boasted 3,500 hp. It was to be covered by a fully streamlined body in which the driver sat 

waaay up front, in front of the engine! The war intervened and the T80 was never raced. Perhaps just as well; I 

can imagine that controlling it might have been ‘challenging’. For more on the story see this link at 

sportscardigest.com (click) to a history of the streamlined cars of Mercedes-Benz.        

Photo: sportscardigest.com, to which you can subscribe for a weekly newsletter focussed around worldwide 

events and auctions for elite and exotic classic cars. (Hat-tip to Mike McBride) 

http://www.sportscardigest.com/streamliners-daimler-benz-through-the-decades/?awt_l=E2GFw&awt_m=Jqt8ShDUhOs.C0

